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Abstract
Analytic first derivative expression of opposite-spin (OS) ansatz adapted quartic scaling doubly
hybrid XYGJ-OS functional is derived and implemented into Q-Chem. The resulting algorithm
scales quartically with system size as in OS-MP2 gradient, by utilizing the combination of Laplace
transformation and density fitting technique. The performance of XYGJ-OS geometry
optimization is assessed by comparing the bond lengths and the intermolecular properties in
reference coupled cluster methods. For the selected nonbonded complexes in the S22 and S66
dataset used in the present benchmark test, it is shown that XYGJ-OS geometries are more
accurate than M06-2X and RI-MP2, the two quantum chemical methods widely used to obtain
accurate geometries for practical systems, and comparable to CCSD(T) geometries.
1 Introduction
Obtaining higher accuracy with lower computational cost has been the goal of quantum
chemistry community. Among them, Kohn-Sham density functional theory (KS-DFT)1 is
presently the most widely used approach, due to its mild scaling in computational time and
reasonable energy values. However, the exchange-correlation functionals, whose exact form
is yet unknown, must be approximated. Many approximated density functionals have well-
known inherent deficiencies, for instance, lack of description of van der Waals interaction,
self-interaction errors, and abnormal behavior for fractional charge/spin cases2. Until now,
several treatments have been suggested for the problem of missing long-range correlation in
semilocal density functionals, such as addition of semiempirical interatomic pairwise
dispersion correction3,4, calculation of dispersion energies based on multipole moments5,6,
or van der Waals density functional correction with nonlocal kernel7. However, it still
remains as an open question whether these semiempirical long-range corrections are capable
of fully recovering correlations that the semilocal functionals fail to capture. While none of
the practical density functionals has satisfactorily solved the problems including
aforementioned notorious lack of nonlocality, or reached the area of so-called “chemical
accuracy”, the systematic method for improvement of density functionals is still unknown.
Thus, we expect there is still a long way to go before DFT becomes a “gold standard”
method for quantum chemistry.
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In the last two decades, second order perturbative expansion schemes on top of hybrid
density functionals, including Görling-Levy perturbation theory8 and perturbation theory
starting from density scaled hybrid functionals9, have been developed and tested. Such
approaches yield MP2-like post-correction term for density functionals, and results in
scheme generally called doubly hybrid density functionals (DHDF’s)10–19. They not only
compensate missing nonlocal correlation term, but also are expected to give better estimate
of true energy because the energy is perturbatively corrected over existing density functional
scheme. In addition to their accuracy in ground state calculations, DHDF’s are also known
as the most accurate schemes among density functionals for low-lying excited state
calculations13,20,21. However, most of them suffer from formal scaling of O(N5), originating
from MP2-like correction, which is sometimes called PT2 correction. The practical
computational cost may be reduced by using smaller basis sets for the PT2 post-
correction10,22 with reparametrization of the functional, however, the fundamental fifth-
order scaling is unaltered in such approaches with only the prefactor reduced. Recently
suggested XYGJ-OS functional23 shows a reduced quartic scaling by approximating PT2
energy term with OS-MP2 ansatz24, utilizing auxiliary basis set expansion25 and Laplacian
quadrature technique26, like earlier OS-MP2 ansatz based DHDF’s15,18. Practically,
calculation of OS-PT2 energy, hence total XYGJ-OS energy can be implemented with cubic
scaling with numerical cutoff technique for low-dimensional systems27. The accuracy of the
OS ansatz in XYGJ-OS, while being computationally less demanding, was shown to be
comparable to that of its conventional PT2 counterpart XYG317. Though it shares some
problems with most of commonly used density functionals, like self-interaction error or
inability to describe large static correlations, XYGJ-OS provided the similar level of
accuracy to that of XYG3 for G3 benchmark set23 and noncovalent benchmark sets28, while
slightly deterioriating in terms of consistency for noncovalent systems.
In this study, we present the derivation of analytic first order energy derivatives of XYGJ-
OS functional, which also can be calculated with quartic scaling. An outline of relevant
theories will be presented in Sec. 2. In Sec. 3, to test the accuracy of XYGJ-OS optimized
geometries, both intramolecular and intermolecular properties are calculated and compared
with other methods.
2 Theory
In this section, working expressions for analytic gradient of quartic-scaling OS-PT2
corrected doubly hybrid functionals are derived and discussed. Though the results are
presented in only spin-restricted manner for the sake of brevity, their extension to spin-
unrestricted case is not of much complication. The fine details of derivation will not be
provided here, since XYGJ-OS energy gradient is essentially an assembly of doubly hybrid
functional gradient29 and OS-MP2 gradient30, whose details are already presented
elsewhere.
Throughout this paper, indices i, j…refer to occupied orbitals, a, b…to virtual orbitals, and
p, q…to general orbitals. K, L…are auxiliary basis functions for density fitting and μ, ν,
κ…. indicate atom-centered basis functions while σ and σ′ correspond to spin variables.
2.1 Review of XYGJ-OS energy evaluation
The energy expression for XYGJ-OS doubly hybrid functional is written as:
(1)
where relevant Kohn-Sham orbitals and density are obtained from a B3LYP calculation.
Here, OS-PT2 is PT2 analogue of OS-MP2, which means only opposite spin components of
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PT2 correlation energy are calculated and scaled by a constant. The OS-PT2 energy is
written as:
(2)
where  and the
exponential term comes from the identity . The integral over t can be
approximated as a summation over t along Laplacian quadrature:
(3)
where q represents each quadrature point and wq is weight of the point. Density fitting
scheme allows us to approximate two-electron integrals as
(4)
where . Then with the quadrature-dependent quantity
(5)
OS-PT2 energy expression can be written again as
(6)
Here, the formation of X consumes computational time proportional to only fourth power of
system size24, therefore scaling of calculation of the total OS-PT2 energy is quartic, in
contrast to quintic scaling of conventional or density-fitted MP2.
2.2 Derivation of XYGJ-OS analytic gradients
The XYGJ-OS energy can be separated into three parts:
(7)
where  consists of only hybrid density
functional part of post-correction. The XYGJ-OS gradient is, of course, the sum of gradients
of these three components.
2.2.1 Hybrid functional part—The first order derivative of hybrid functionals, B3LYP in
this case, is already well known31:
(8)
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where H is the one-electron Hamiltonian, P is the one-body density matrix,  is
the two body density matrix, S is the overlap matrix, and W = −PFP is the energy-weighted
density matrix.
2.2.2 ΔExc part—Since ΔExc does not depend on core integrals, its derivative with respect
to an external variable is simply
(9)
where Θ stands for orbital rotation. More specifically, mixing between occupied and virtual
orbitals will affect ΔExc. Here, variationality of SCF energy guarantees its Lagrangian is
zero, i.e. . Then,
(10)
which leads to
(11)
By defining z-vector32 as
(12)
where , we can rewrite the derivative of ΔExc as
(13)
By defining Pz as , each component of gradient expression can be
written in a concise fashion:
(14)
(15)
where
(16)
Therefore, the final working equation is
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(17)
2.2.3 OS-PT2 part—The gradient of OS-PT2 energy can be constructed from OS-MP2
gradient30 and PT2 gradient29. Direct differentiation of OS-PT2 expression24 leads to:
(18)
While the other parts are relatively easy to calculate as they involve less theoretical and
computational complications, the trickiest part is Θx, as in our earlier treatment of the hybrid
density functional part of the XYGJ-OS energy correction. The orbital response can be
calculated by CP-SCF equation:
(19)
where
(20)
Practically, instead of CP-SCF equation, the z-vector equation32 is constructed and solved,
since 3N CP-SCF equations each of which corresponds to one degree of freedom of nuclear
can be reduced into a single equation: CP-SCF equation A′Θx = Bx is reduced to the z-vector
equation AT′ Z = L, where L ≡ EΘ is Lagrangian. Then the orbital responses, if needed, can
be calculated from Z with less computational cost. The Lagrangian for OS-PT2 is
(21)
where D′ is “unrelaxed” PT2 difference density matrix. Here, Lagrangian corresponding to
Hartree-Fock component of OS-MP2 is replaced by corresponding DFT part, since OS-PT2
energy depends on Kohn-Sham orbitals, instead of Hartree-Fock orbitals. Having solved Z-
vector equation, we obtain “relaxed” PT2 difference density matrix D = D′ + Z.
Making use of these, after some algebraic manipulations, final OS-PT2 gradient expression
follows, which is similar to RI-MP2 gradient:
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(22)
where  and γKL are RI-specific 2-PDM’s. More details of OS-MP2 gradient are described
elsewhere30.
3 Results
3.1 Implementation
We have implemented the quartic scaling XYGJ-OS analytic gradient calculation into the
latest version of quantum chemical software package, Q-Chem33. In principle, XYGJ-OS
analytic gradient can be implemented straightforwardly into any package including gradient
codes of hybrid DFT and auxiliary basis OS-MP2. ΔExc codes can be written making use of
existing hybrid DFT gradient and z-vector equation solver codes, and a proper modification
is required in z-vector equation of OS-MP2 part, which involves some changes in Apqrs as
described above. Details of auxiliary basis OS-MP2 gradients and doubly hybrid functional
gradients are described elsewhere29,30.
3.2 Applications
3.2.1 Bond lengths—To investigate the performance of XYGJ-OS functional for small
molecules, MGBL19 benchmark34 set has been chosen. MGBL19 is a database containing
15 small main-group molecules, and 19 experimental bond lengths, which also has been
used for parametrization of M06-L functional34.
Performances of selected wavefunction-based theories and density functional methodss
including XYGJ-OS are summarized in Table 1. The results show that XYGJ-OS functional
gives the smallest MAE for the prediction of small main-group compounds, outperforming
B3LYP, M06-2X, RI-MP2, and SOS-MP2. On the other hand, the magnitude of MUE of
XYGJ-OS was larger than those of B3LYP, RI-MP2, and SOS-MP2. This indicates that
XYGJ-OS tends to overestimate bond lengths about 0.2pm, however, also shows
concentrated distribution of errors.
3.2.2 Noncovalent interactions—Unlike intramolecular properties, intermolecular
properties such as the distance between weakly bound molecules are particularly
troublesome to predict with currently used methods. B3LYP, for example, is known to yield
often qualitatively wrong results for dispersion dominant systems. Therefore, such systems
are usually calculated with correlated ab initio methods such as MP2 or CCSD(T). However,
MP2 is generally known as an overbinding scheme, and CCSD(T) optimization with
sufficiently large basis is often too costly to be applied to any practical systems containing
more than 10–20 heavy atoms. Need for counterpoise correction in geometry optimization is
another hindrance for those methods to be attractive. Thus, highly accurate optimization
methods being able to manage nonbonding interactions should be of great interest.
To test quality of geometries involving noncovalent interactions, 20 complexes with low
molecular weights are selected from S2236 and S6637 dataset. These 20 complexes are 7
Hydrogen-bonded complexes, 7 dispersion-dominant systems, and 6 other complex
classified as “others” in original papers.
Since plain hybrid density functionals are unable to describe noncovalent interactions,
functionals parametrized with long-range interactions in the training set should be chosen to
compare with XYGJ-OS. Amongst many such functionals, perhaps the most widely used
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one is M06-2X, considering its extensive use in the chemistry community, hence we chose
it. It is proven to yield low (<0.3kcal/mol) mean absolute error (MAE) for S66 set even
without additional empirical dispersion corrections38. A wavefunction theory counterpart
that is perhaps most widely used for both energy calculation and geometry optimization is
MP2 (or RI-MP2), and so we also chose it for geometry comparsion. We note that the
majority of reference geometries in the S22 and S66 database have been optimized with RI-
MP2.
The selected 20 complexes were optimized with M06-2X, RI-MP2, and XYGJ-OS. Then,
for the latter total 60 complex geometries, CCSD(T)-F12(b) calculations were performed
with cc-pVnZ (n=2, 3, 4) level. In other words, we explored where in the CCSD(T)-F12(b)
potential energy surfaces the M06-2X, RI-MP2, and XYGJ-OS geometries locate
themselves. Hartree-Fock energies were exponentially extrapolated, and correlation energies
were also extrapolated where possible. Parameters for correlation energy extrapolation were
taken from the study of Hill et al.39 for VnZ-F12 basis.
For M06-2X hybrid meta-GGA functional, aug-cc-pVTZ basis set is used in this study, and
RI-MP2 optimizations are performed with cc-pVTZ level. The basis set for XYGJ-OS
calculations are G3Large, as suggested in functional optimization, especially considering
that doubly hybrid functionals are known to be heavily basis set dependent. Euler-Maclaurin
radial grid with 120 points and Lebedev angular grid with 194 points are applied for DFT
calculations, since M06-2X functional is somewhat grid dependent. Tight optimization
criteria (energy change 1 × 10−8 au, maximum gradient component 1×10−5 au, maximum
atomic displacement 5×10−5 au) were used for high-quality geometries. Counterpoise
correction was applied only to RI-MP2 optimizations, but not for M06-2X and XYGJ-OS.
M06-2X and XYGJ-OS calculations were performed with Q-Chem33, and MP2 and
CCSD(T)-F12(b) calculations were performed with MOLPRO40.
In Table 2, relative energies of optimized geometries for each complex are listed. For
example, for ammonia dimer, M06-2X geometry has the lowest CCSD(T)-F12(b) energy,
and the CCSD(T)-F12(b) energy of XYGJ-OS geometry is 0.01kcal/mol higher than that.
Thus, M06-2X geometry was of the best quality and RI-MP2 geometry was the worst among
the three methods for ammonia dimer. The result shows that XYGJ-OS geometries have the
lowest energy overall, i.e. XYGJ-OS geometries are the best in quality. For most cases, even
if XYGJ-OS geometry was not the most stable, its energy did not deviate from the lowest
one more than 0.1kcal/mol, with the exception being the benzene dimer. RI-MP2 geometries
with counterpoise correction recorded average relative energy of 0.06kcal/mol, while
M06-2X geometries are generally higher in energy despite their widespread use for
geometry optimization. However, it is also noteworthy that for the most of cases where
XYGJ-OS performed poorly, the single point CCSD(T)-F12(b) energies were calculated
with cc-pVDZ-F12 basis only due to system sizes, thus no extrapolation was performed. It is
possible that further extrapolation might change the result for such cases.
Although there are not many nonbonded systems that have been optimized with CCSD(T) in
literature, there are several small molecular complexes that were optimized with CCSD(T)
in the S22 and S66 database. Thus we next compared the XYGJ-OS geometries directly with
the CCSD(T) geometries for these small complexes. Table 3 shows energies of optimized
geometries relative to CCSD(T) geometries. On average, the energies of XYGJ-OS
geometries deviate only 0.02kcal/mol from those CCSD(T) geometries. Interestingly for
formic acid dimer, XYGJ-OS geometry even yielded a lower energy structure than
CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ geometry. At least based on these limited test cases, it appears that
XYGJ-OS geometries are very comparable to CCSD(T)/cc-pVnZ (n=3, 4) geometries.
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The comparison of intermolecular distances of three sets of geometries with CCSD(T)
geometries is presented in Table 4. In terms of distances between the centers of mass of
monomers, XYGJ-OS shows the least errors in terms of both MUE and MAE, deviating
only some tenth of picometers. Again, this geometry result shows that XYGJ-OS
optimization gives very accurate geometries comparable to CCSD(T) optimizations.
3.3 Benchmark timing
For hydrogen terminated diamond-like systems, B3LYP, XYGJ-OS, and B2PLYP gradient
timings are benchmarked. To avoid system dependencies and complications, gradient timing
is defined as a subtraction of SCF timing from total timing. Since B2PLYP gradient is
currently unavailable for Q-Chem, we estimated the B2PLYP gradient timing as a sum of
B3LYP and RI-MP2 gradient timings. The 6-31G* basis set was used for calculation to
emphasize the scaling behavior depending on system size, though the recommended basis
set for XYGJ-OS is G3Large.
In Figure 1, B3LYP, XYGJ-OS, and B2PLYP gradient timings for diamond-like systems are
plotted. As shown in the figure, since the timing difference between XYGJ-OS and B2PLYP
originates from that of RI-MP2 and SOS-MP2, XYGJ-OS is always faster than B2PLYP
Though formal quartic scaling of XYGJ-OS and quintic scaling of RI-MP2 is not shown
explicitly due to the use of relatively small molecular systems for timing comparison, it is
clearly seen that the scaling of XYGJ-OS is milder than that of conventional DHDF
calculations containing full PT2 correction. Incidentally, we note that the use of numerical
derivatives for XYGJ-OS would scale as N5 instead of N4 as in the present analytic
derivative technique.
4 Conclusions
The analytic gradients expression for quartic-scaling XYGJ-OS doubly hybrid functional is
presented. By its construction, the derivative scale quartically with system size, as in OS-
MP2 gradient. Hence, the adaptation of OS-MP2 scheme in DHDF’s leads to significant
computational speedups not only for single point energy calculations, but also for gradients
calculations. Moreover, since XYGJ-OS has been parametrized to partly overcome basis set
incompleteness for G3Large basis set, additional computational complication such as
counterpoise correction is not required.
Amongst methods which scale not steeper than quartic scaling tested in this paper, XYGJ-
OS gives the least MAE for bond lengths for main group compounds. It is also shown that
for non-bonded complexes XYGJ-OS geometries are more accurate than M06-2X and RI-
MP2, quantum chemistry methods that are widely used for obtaining accurate geometries,
and quite comparable to CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ or CCSD(T)/cc-pVQZ geometries. We expect
XYGJ-OS gradients offer a reasonably economical method for calculating highly accurate
geometries and force field fitting.
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Figure 1.
Single step gradient timings of B3LYP, XYGJ-OS, and B2PLYP for hydrogen terminated
diamond-like systems, plotted with respect to number of carbon atoms.
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